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Premier Independent Mortgage Brokerage for Sale in
North Queensland
Are you ready to be a leader in the financial services industry? This is a unique chance to acquire one
of North Queensland's top-ranked independent mortgage brokerages, renowned for its strong
reputation and steadfast client base.
Business Highlights:

* Highly Profitable & Growing: Continuously expanding with a proven track record of profitability and
growth. A solid financial history presents a lucrative opportunity for potential buyers.
* Well-Established Brand: Operating for several years, this brokerage has established itself as the
number one local choice, known for reliability and excellent service.
* Independent Operator: As an independent brokerage, enjoy the flexibility of operations free from
franchise constraints, allowing for personalised client relationships and tailored solutions.
* Strategic Location: Situated in the heart of a major North Queensland town, the business benefits
from a vibrant economic environment and a stable client base.

This brokerage not only promises a steady flow of high-quality leads but also offers a strong existing
book of repeat business, ensuring ongoing revenue. It's an ideal acquisition for anyone looking to enter
the industry with a prestigious, well-managed firm or for a current broker looking to expand their
portfolio and market presence.

Step into a business that stands as a pillar in the community with a loyal client base, on-shore staff,
and a robust operational structure. Whether you aim to be an absentee owner or actively involved in
daily operations, this business provides all the essential tools and frameworks needed to continue and
enhance its success.

Invest in stability, invest in growth seize this prime business opportunity in North Queensland's thriving
financial services sector.

For a detailed prospectus and more information on this not-to-be-missed opportunity, please contact
Paul Smith from Yield Business Brokers.

Take the lead in North Queensland's mortgage industry explore this exclusive offering today!
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